Our planet needs People and Organisations collaboration to achieve all together a sustainable future. In Aplanet we empower those People, Organisations and Institutions with Social Innovation Technology products, so that their social actions are multiplied and have a real and measurable impact towards a better future. Aplanet is a B2B platform, creating products for organisations and institutions, and we offer B2C tools as well. Our team has deep experience in building great companies and products from scratch, and making them grow. Our mission is ambitious, but fills us personally every day.

Information
- Deadline: 2019-06-30
- Category: Business
- Province: Bizkaia
- City: Bilbao

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functions
We're growing our Product and Technology team and thus searching for driven, passionate, talented Front End Engineers. You will collaborate with Product Management and Design in solution design phases, and then build Aplanet Social Innovation Technology products. You will participate in technical design eforts, ensuring system design meets our scalability and performance requirements. Years of experience are not what we value most. We're a company full of motivated people and we look for that in our candidates; people who like what they do, who like a job well done and who understand that they are building solutions to our customers' problems.

Requisites
We don't expect you to fulfill all the points, is just a guide to understand the scope of the role: Experience as a front-end developer or web engineer role. Knowledge of web technologies: HTML5/CSS3/JavaScript, XML, JSON, web and server programming. React/Angular as a plus. Experience developing both web and mobile products. Passion to design and develop intuitive user interfaces. Experience building products that have been successfully delivered to customers. Experience writing automated tests. Entrepreneurial spirit and willingness to have fun!

Benefits
A fast moving, technology-first organization. An open and collaborative environment. We make sure that all voices are heard. Offices in Bilbao and in Madrid. Remote days available upon agreement. Great career path and opportunities for growth. We work hard, and we play hard. Company volunteer opportunities. Wake up every day with the aim of making the world a better place.